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Forward

Poets write to express thoughts, to share
experiences and to reveal emotions. They write of the
beauty they see around them. They write of love as
they feel it and they write of the moment as they live
it. Many write for themselves and for those who care
to share these parts of life the way they experience
them.
Poetry is a way of trying to find and make
sense of the meaning of life. It is a way to share
what we are experiencing. It can be feelings; it can
be an event; it can be an insight.
The poem gives us permission to stretch our
imaginations. It allows us to float with the evening
breezes at sunset; it allows us to remember past
moments that have changed our lives and it allows us
to get in touch with things that are important to us.
A poet chooses words carefully to involve the reader
in using the five senses to understand the feelings
surrounding an experience or the impact of an event.
Each of us has a poem within waiting to be.

In the spirit of sharing our journey towards
literacy and in the celebration of World Literacy Day,
September 6, 2002, we the staff and students of the
Literacy Program, SIAST Kelsey Campus,
Saskatoon, SK offer this anthology of poetry, We
Search for the Words.
These are our words, our thoughts and our dreams.
We wish to share them with you.
Larry Crook

The Sound of Silence
From a distance silence fills the trees
As they move with the wind
I wait for the sunset
Silent colors shimmer throught the rainbow clouds
As twilight passes silently into the night
The silence of my tears flow like summer rain.
- Lorena Rey

The Park
The park is a busy place
All around children pass
The melody of the jump rope songs
Weaves through the crowd.
I sit on the grass watching the people
I admire them for who they are.
Lorena Rey

Thoughts
Lost in my thoughts
I search for my memories
I have no words to say
I have nothing to write.
This gentle night
I sit in silence
Everything’s motionless
I look into the distance
To find only myself.
In this empty room
I hear only silence
The freedom of the night
Brings peace to my heart.
Lorena Rey

Feelings
The night is still.
The stars shimmer.
The moon is bright.
As I walk down this sidewalk
I am lost.
My feet lead me
All I do is follow
I look ahead to see
I feel like I’m hollow.

Lorena Rey

Passerby
A bird passes my window
I hear nothing but silence
I’m left only with an imprint.
- Lorena Rey

The Guitar
As I listen to you play
The guitar sings.
The sound comes from the heart.
In my soul it will stay.
- Lorena Rey

Mountains
I stand here watching in amazement
Motionless giants
Your sight fills me with wonder
What is the purpose of your being?
You watch the world all around.
You have seen people come and go.
You’ve seen the seasons change.
You have always been mysterious to me
And knowing this I see your pride
As you fade into the clouds.
- Lorena Rey

The Wood Lot
As the wind blows through the trees,
The sound of the branches cracking and moaning
fills the wood lot.
Fall is coming.
The trees in nature’s rhythm sway.
The air smells of dry leaves as they fall from the trees.
Red orange and yellow leaves carpet the ground below.
As I walk among the trees,
the leaves crunch beneath my feet.
I can hear something moving around my feet
I do not know what it is.
Is it mouse or just the leaves moving in the wind?
- Brian Chometsky
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Stock Car
At Bridge City Speedway
Fans sat in the stands.
Watching the old stockcars
Before the next race began.
The next thing I knew I was in the pit
I was ready
I waited at the line for the green flag
Adrenaline rushed through my body.
Was this real?
The green flag snaps
off we went
I’m driving with 47 others cars
I make sure that I don’t get hit.
There’s a yellow flag
Someone got hit
We slow to a crawl
While the track gets clean
And then the white
It’s safe to go.
The 37th lap only 3 more to go
I drive passing the entire field
Two laps to go
I pulled up ahead
The checkered flag is mine
What a rush
- Tammy Richards

A Day With You
I want to go canoeing
In my birch bark canoe
but canoeing is no fun alone
It’s much more fun with you
I want to have a picnic
with a picnic lunch for two
but a picnic is no fun to eat
unless I eat with you
I want to hike outside tonight
and hear the owl “ woo oo ooing ”
but hiking can be quite scary
unless I’m there with you
I like to hear a story
some tale that’s old or new
but what’s the fun of hearing one
unless it’s shared with you
Matt Delorme

Visitor
Who is this visitor invading the night?
a brother,
a sister,
a friend?
Who prowls the shadows of my yard?
Who causes this disturbance?
Who invades my dreams?
Who wears this mask like a thief in the night?
My visitor’s encouraged by his misdeeds
Is my raccoon.
Maybe it’s your
visitor too?
Matt Delorme

Silence
The whisper of a leaf
touching the ground
Birds gliding in sequence
returning home
A mother’s lips
tenderly touching your cheek
My head
touching the pillow
Silence.
- Matt Delorme

Rainbow
The air smells fresh after the rain.
Through the clouds bright patches of blue appear.
And then from nowhere the many-colored arch appears.
The sky glows from the rainbow’s colors.
They gently touch the refreshed earth.
Helen Bear

A Walk in the Woods
This morning as I walked in the woods
I listened to the birds.
Their songs were beautiful.
I heard the river’s water flowing.
The colorful leaves moved in the wind.
The air smelled so fresh.
It made walking in the woods so comforting.
A walk in the woods gives me time alone.
It gives me time to be by myself.
When I walk on the trails
It’s my choice to pick
Which path I will take
One takes me home
The other to the camp
And the other one takes me away.
Sheila Adam

Princess
I sit here thinking of the time
we spent together.
My little princess I loved so.
Your heart was so weak.
You couldn’t move on.
The angels guided you home.
The endless fear I felt inside
broke my heart to see you gone.
I miss your hugs and kisses.
I hold your memory so dearly.
My dreams of you seem so real
But when I awake you disappear.
It’s so hard to go on
But I won’t forget you
my precious one.
Memories trigger my thoughts
Loneliness shatters my heart.
Until we meet again my girl,
I will always hold you in my heart.
Love always mommy.
Kathleen Eninew

A Sunset
The sunshine’s bright glow lights the sky.
Time passes.
The world turns.
The sun slowly closes the day.
As it sinks behind the mountain,
its colourful rays warm the sky.
They ready my soul to welcome the quiet moon.
- Eric Arcand

My Children
When they were born.
I closed my eyes to say a prayer
Tears ran down my face, tears of joy.
I didn’t know if I would be a good mom.
I took a deep breath and promised.
My life had changed.
My arms were opened wide to the laughter of their joy.
My heart was filled with sunshine.
Tonight, as I watch them sleeping,
I realized this is life that I created.
My arms are open wide to the laughter of joy.
My heart was filled with sunshine.
I know if I had one wish, just one demand.
I’d ask that they grow up ok.
I hope they understand that even though life is hard.
We must take it by the hand.
Greet the world with open arms.
And let their hearts be filled with sunshine.
- Tracy Martin

My Children at Play
My hands are on the window as
I watch my children play.
With candy canes in their hands
they run around in circles.
I ask myself what makes them happy.
What makes their hearts so full of sunshine?
Their youth is so innocent and free.
As I watch them play
my eyes are filled with tears of joy.
When I look into their eyes I see my youth.
Their youth is like a flower blooming in the spring.
They have beautiful souls that are so free.
My heart soars with happiness.
- Tracy Martin

A Mother’s Love
I remember being
A little girl feeling happy and free
Not wondering if my mother loved me
And thinking back
I now understand
It was because my mother loved me
Now I am a mom
And I know that it’s true
A mother’s love is important
And now each day I ask
How can I really express
A mother’s love to mine?
- Thinh Thinh Kyi

No Face
In those quit times before waking
Out of a lonely dream you appear.
Arms out reached.
Straining to touch
And I feel your caress.
All my fears melt away.
Your are here.
But from deep within arise uncertainty.
You turn and in the mirror
Your image reflects back.
You have no face.
Yet I knew that I need not fear.
I knew everything would be all right.
What was your being?
I’ll never know.
But though I’ll never know who you were
There is no longer fear in the night
And although in the night you no longer come
Your memory will be mine.
I thank you for the gift.
Ken Toy

THE GREAT WALL
Like a coiling dragon
You fly between the mountain ridges
From the SHANGHAI Mountain Pass in the east
To the JIAYU Mountain Pass to the west
Your talons extend to the ocean.
Built with bricks,
Long narrow stones and the sweat of many
You stand a powerful giant before me
As a symbol of my people.
As I walk on your stepping-stone
And touch your cold stone walls
I feel your miracle
I feel your life.
You have been a loyal guard for thousands of years
No matter how hard the winds have blown
Regardless the falling rain and snow
You stand steadily on duty and ready.
An ancester
Telling the Chinese history
Recalling the favorite tales and legend’s heroes
You show your scars

Remember the people
who have made the monumental work
You are a monument to the people
who worked to create you.
The emblem of a promised land you stand before me
How many dreams do you hold?
How many wishes have you heard?
Industrious people had built your body
By their bravery and intelligence
Now you fly over the world.
- Mioa Ma

Moon in the fall
As the setting sun spreads from the west
and the moon struggles to rise
The river glows half red, half blue
The moon’s cool blue gets stronger with time
as the weakening sun’s red fades away
Under the September moon dew drops appear as
pearls glistening in the pale blue light
Trees on the banks reflect from the water
Far from its source
the quiet river flows gently
through the mountains.
- Mioa Ma

MaryAnn Adam

The Cry of the Wolves
The cry of the wolves at night
is the most beautiful sound in the north
The cry of the wolves on a full moon
sounds like music
The cry of the wolves is like the
sound of a baby
The cry of the wolves is one with nature
The cry of the wolves is peace
Within me.
- Duran Horse

The Sound of Beating Drums
The sound o f the beating drums
Is like pounding hooves of the wild buffalo
Running in the morning mist.
The sound of the beating drum
Is like rushing water
Smashing against the rocks at night.
The sound of the beating drum
Is like rolling thunder
Rumbling far off in the distance.
The sound of the beating of the drums
Is like the wild wind dancing through the trees.
On a beautiful crisp night.
The sound of the beating drums
Is my heart beating,
Content with nature.
Duran Horse

The Old Barn
The old barn sat alone.
With only the open field for company,
its importance is now a memory.
Light grass and naked brush is
its only protection from nature.
Large patches of snow lay nearby.
No one comes by here any more.
Upon the hill far away cattle and horses graze.
The wind blows the big doors open and shut.
Walls, as thin as paper, barely support weathered roof.
Peering eyes can see right through.
The frail building fights the wind
determined to see another day.
- Ken Huculak

Machining
I hear the gears begin to move
slowly at first
then picking up speed
like the wind in the spring on a open field
they compose a symphony.
Each machine has a different sound.
Together they create the music of the shop.
I feel the excitement build.
To think of what this cold, rough metal will become.
I mount the piece on my lathe.
I can see the sleeping shape.
As the lathe’s hot oil starts to smell,
as chips and coolant rain
my masterpiece awakes.
When the lathe stops,
quiet.
The symphony’s song is over .
Instruments sleep.
With pride I see this once rough steel transformed.
- Henrique Figaro

Some of our contributing authors...
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Eric Arcand
I am 33 years old and grew up in Vancouver, B.C. I moved
to Saskatoon in 1998.
I have four children, three boys and one daughter. I am a
single parent. My son Johnathan Arcand lives with me
fulltime and I look after my other two boys on the weekends.
I enjoy being with my son. We have a lot of fun together.

Helen Bear

Brian Chometsky
I was born in Nipawin Saskatchewan and enjoy doing
physical work. My goal is to get my grade 12. From there I
would like to get a trade in carpentry or mechanics.

Matt Delorme
I am about 40 years old and I was born in Grande Prairie,
Alberta.
I came back to finish my grade 12. I am hoping to get into
auto mechanics or the youth worker program. If I had one
wish, it would be to become a counselor for the street kids.
It is important for me to be a model for my children. I want
them to see that it is possible to better yourself.

Kathleen Eninew
My name is Kathleen Eninew and I am from Deschambault
Lake. I moved to Saskatoon 3 + years ago. I am a
homemaker and I have three wonderful children.
My goals are to finish my education and be a good role
model for my kids. My favorite hobbies are baseball,
canoeing and shooting pool. I started school on December
2001 and I enjoy being back in school.

Henrique Figaro
I was born in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. I moved
to Saskatoon 25 years ago. Now I am 50 years old.
For the last 25 years, I have worked as a machinist at
Standard Machine . My goal here at Kelsey is to upgrade
my English skills to have equality at my workplace.

Duran Horse
I was born in Saskatoon and have lived most of my life
in Saskatchewan. I moved to Thunderchild First Nations
in 1994. I lived there for two years and now I am back in
Saskatoon.
My hobbies include hockey, football, baseball, basketball
and la crosse.
After I finish my Adult 12, I would like to go to SIIT to get
my welding diploma.

Ken Huculak
I moved from Watrous to Saskatoon in 1973. All of my
family now lives in Saskatoon.
I enjoy bike riding, playing ball, watching hockey and
baseball. I also like using computers.
In my spare time I enjoy listening to music and taking
my niece’s dog out for a walk.

Thinh Thinh Kyi
I am originally from Burma. I moved to Canada in 1996.
I am married and have three children. My eldest, Steven, is
five years old, Michelle is three and a half years old and
Joshua is six months old.
My hobbies are taking pictures and collecting stamps.
My dream goal is to finish Adult 12.

Mioa Ma
I came from China three years ago. I have a happy
family and a smart son. He is very good at math.
My hobbies include listening to music, reading novels
and doing embroidery. I practice Tai Chi and I am a
good ping pong player.
have a chemistry background. My goal is to learn a
new technology. After I graduate from Adult 12, I hope
to be a chemistry technician.

Tracy Martin
My name is Tracy. My oldest is Nicole (7); my second
youngest, Sam(4) will be going to school in the fall. Brandon
my youngest is 3.
I came back to school to get my grade 12. My goal is to
be a nursel. I want my kids to stay in school and have a good
education. It is harder when you are an adult because you
have to remember all you knew back then. I hope that my
kids grow up to be something great.

Lorena Rey

I came from Chile, 22 years ago. I have five children,
all boys. My children are the most important part of
my life.
My hobbies are drawing, sewing, baking and
dancing.
I plan to finish my Adult 10 and Adult 12. I want to
show my children that school is very important for the
future. If I can do it so can they; when you start
something finish it.

Tammy Richards
I am 29 years old and I was born in Regina. I was
adopted at a young age and raised in Saskatoon.
I have two children, a twelve year old son, J.D. and
nine year old daughter, Brenda. My hobbies include
making crafts, hooking rugs, crossword puzzles, long
walks and doing things with my children.
My goals are to complete Adult 10 and Adult 12,
then continue with other courses. I want to show my
children that I’m not a quitter in school.

Ken Toy
I am 38 years old and was born in Rose Valley,
Saskatchewan.
My interests include reading, listening to music and
when possible, watching lots of TV.
The thing I enjoy most is being part of the community
and helping where I can. That is why I became a
member of the Lions Club. Currently, I am the president
of the Saskatoon Downtown Lion’s Club for 2001-2002.

